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Planning a Hike
What is the difference between
a walk and a hike?
What is the difference between going
for a walk and going for a hike? To most,
the question may be one of semantics, or
perhaps one of magnitude. What is the
difference between a hill and a mountain,
or a pond and a lake? I have paddled on
some ponds that are larger than some
lakes, so there is certainly a degree of
subjectivity involved. When it comes to a
walk or a hike, I think of a walk as something I might do after a big meal, or before
going out for a night on the town. A hike,
on the other hand, is something I generally
expect to do in the woods, and in particular, something I plan for.
There are a few preliminary considerations
to begin with. First, consider your own fitness
level, and that of anyone who may be joining
you. Do not overestimate your physical capabilities or that of your fellow hikers, and base
your decision on the least capable hiker in
the group. Experience will teach you what
your limits are, so build up gradually. Next,
let someone know where you are going and
your estimated time of return, particularly if
you are going out by yourself.

When you are ready to select your hike,
begin by thinking about what you would
like to do: climb a bit to get a nice view,
hike in to a pond or a lake, or perhaps just
a nice quiet walk in the woods. There are a
variety of resources to help. In the Google
age, technology can certainly provide
plenty of options; sometimes too many.
There are also some good apps available.
I have used ALLTRAILS (recommended
by my daughter!), and found it useful. I do
still recommend purchasing a good guide
book and map. For outings in New York
State, the ADK publishes some very good
ones. A guidebook generally provides
more detail about things like trail intersections and landmarks along the trail than the
apps do. Also, maps and guidebooks do
not rely on batteries and phone reception.
The degree of challenge that a hike presents is generally based on three considerations. The first and most obvious is length.
A normal walking pace is around two to
three miles per hour on level ground. The
second factor is elevation change. A good
estimate on that is to add an hour for each

View from the Taconic Mountains in
eastern Dutchess County.
one thousand feet of elevation change.
The third factor is a bit harder to estimate,
as it is a matter of degree. Not all hiking
trails involve a smooth walking surface.
Sometimes the terrain under foot can be
strewn with rocks, tree roots, and muddy
spots, which can slow the pace considerably, and increase fatigue. Unfortunately,
this is frequently not mentioned in trail
descriptions. The Catskills and Berkshires
are notorious for this type of terrain.
Finally, as Julius Caesar said “experience is
the teacher of all things”. Happy trails!
—Eric Harvey
Education Chair
Eric has prepared a Hiking 101
presentation that he offers at public
libraries in our region. The most recent
presentation was at the Adriance
Library in Poughkeepsie on Oct. 17.
Thank you, Eric!
www.midhudsonadk.org
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M H A D K E L E C T I O N R E S U LT S
Thanks to all who voted in our 2020
Chapter election, which was held online
since our Annual Meeting was canceled.
Eli Cohen reports that all nominees were
elected unanimously, by 80 voters. There
were 78 e-ballots cast and 2 mail-ins. And
NO Waiting in Line!
However… Georgette Weir announced in
October that she would be stepping down
from the position of Board Chair but will
continue in other chapter volunteer work,
including hike leader. Vice Chair Carla Barrett will take the Board reins.
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
This list includes new Mid-Hudson Chapter members for five months as reported
to us by ADK HQ. We give a special welcome to Essential Workers, who received
complimentary one-year memberships
from ADK (a July offering) as a Thank-You
for their services.

Outings Co-Chair Communications
Sue Mackson

 Pete Cantline
—
New-Member Chair, MHADK

Trails Chair; NY-NJ Trail Conference Rep
Tom Amisson

April Report

Conservation Chair
Daniel Jones
Database Administrator
Eli Cohen
Publicity
Sue Mackson
Education
Eric Harvey
Social Programs
Carole Marsh
Webmaster/Meetup
Jeanette Tully-Baker
webmaster@midhudsonadk.org
Newsletter
Dana Bennet
Water Trails & Paddles
Russ Faller
Hyde Park Trails Committee Rep
Salley Decker

August Report
Heather Crispell and Christopher Brown,
Louise Dewhirst, Björn Ola and Erika
Forsell, Victoria Johanet, Ian and Deanna
MacLean, Josh and Jodi Manne, Phillip
and Shanna Marsh, Christopher and Elizabeth Mazzini-Chin, Joyce Mongero, John
Rosett, Mervin Sofer, Deborah Zelko
September Report
Kevin Aylward, Matthew Conroy and
Marna Walle, Lisa DeNardo, Denise
D'Onofrio, Cihan Duzgol, John and Linda
Lambkin, Dennis McGinn, Bob and Rachel
Noe, Terese Ohnsorg, Myra Romano, Tammy Thompson, Siobhan Tremblay, Brian
Wells and Christine Ghiotti, Randolph
Wills, Kathleen Yeager, Sharon Zraly

Mindi and Bobby Arcoleo, Jack and
Cathy Caldwell, Michael Flannery, Sandra
Lopresto, Bill Pape, Christopher and Kristin Rokos, Jim Tremper
May Report
Gloria Baker, Robert and Kathy Burns,
Joseph P. Candela II, Patrick Hayes, Russell Ley, Connor Pearsall, Melissa Peterson
and Albert Walsh, Patricia Tyrol, Jason
Warnken
June New Members
Catherine and David Budd, John Burke,
Karianne Canfield and Emmett Dienstag, Patricia D'Angelo, August Fazzino,
Irene Gallup, Glenn Hasslinger, Wendy
Josephs, Rebekah Latsch, David Myers, Mitchell and Karen Pinsky, Adriana
Restrepo
July New Members
Jason and Laura Barresi, Richard and
Izumi Cerruto, Lori Clayton-Pereyra and
Ken Pereyra, Shiri Dembovich, August
Fazzino, Jacob Gaines, Seamus and Kira
Gorman, Richard Kolb, Troy Kuveikis, Colleen Monaghan, Carol Pamm, Maria Perez,
Liza Ramirez and Bryan Frazier, Megan
Reese, Adriana Restrepo,

IT’S TIME TO
PA C K T R A C T I O N !
Our local chapter requires that appropriate foot traction for icy conditions
(spikes, NOT coils) be packed by every
participant from November through
April. This is for your safety and positive
outdoor experience as well as for those
of the group that you will be with. You will
be better able to keep up and stay upright. Outings chair Ginny Fauci opines:
“The two best are Kahtoola micro spikes
and Hillsound trail crampons (better for
thicker ice).”
Watch a short ADK video about
traction at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=JaFerjovjFA&ab_
CHANNEL=ADKMTNCLUB
www.midhudsonadk.org
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E V E N T C A N C E L L AT I O N S
TRAILS TO MARCY
2020 Holiday Party
Once again Covid 19 has impacted
MHADK events, causing us to make the
sad, but safe decision to cancel this year’s
Holiday Party, scheduled for December
13. Locust Grove is adhering to the State
required mandates, which would greatly
limit the number of attendees, with no
sharing of food or drink and, of course,
require the wearing of protective masks.
The party has always been a very fun and
happy social gathering for our members,
but with all the restrictions this year, we
decided it best to postpone. So, we will
look forward to celebrating the 2021
Holiday Season in our usual festive way.
We have already requested a date for
next year and will let you know when that
is confirmed.
We wish you all joyous and safe holidays.
—Carole Marsh
Social Chair
Winter Weizel Weekend 2021
Based on the continuing pandemic and
the very limited opportunities to maintain
proper social distancing in the cabin,
the Board has decided to cancel the
2021 Presidents’ Day weekend outing
at the Weizel Cabin at ADK’s Heart Lake
recreation center. The cabin has been
reserved for our Chapter for the 2022
holiday weekend with the anticipation of
improved conditions then.

Taken from THE TRAILS TO MARCY by A. S. Hopkins; Recreation Circular 8, 1968
Edition; submitted by Pete Cantline
Tahawus, or the Cloud Splitter of the Indians, was re-named Mt. Marcy after
Governor Marcy. It is the highest peak of the Adirondacks and of the State, rising to a height of 5,344 feet above sea level. It is surrounded by the other high
peaks of the MacIntyre Range, which extend in a southwesterly and northeasterly direction through the west central portion of Essex County. The divide
between the Hudson and St. Lawrence Rivers passes over its summit, and to
the southwest, at the base of the cone, lies Lake Tear-of-the-Clouds, the highest
lake source of the Hudson River.
There are four groups of trails to the peak of Mt Marcy:
1. Northern Approaches from the Adirondack Lodge
2. Eastern Approaches from Keene Valley
3. Southern Approaches from Tahawus and from Elk Lake
4. Western Approach from Tupper Lake
The NYSDEC has marked the most used trunk line trails and erected Leanto’s at
convenient points. Each trail is marked with a separate color, and sign boards
have been erected at important trail intersections. In traveling over the marked
trails, in some locations, the hiker will observe signs beside the trail reading
“This is Private Property”, posted at the request of the property owners who
have consented to the marking of the trail and to its use by the public.
Travel in this mountainous region is strenuous at best. Persons making the trip
to Marcy for the first time are advised to consult experienced hikers and/or local appropriate authorities.

—Pete Cantline
Weizel Cabin Organizer for 2021/22
and New-Member Chair
B O O K R E C O M M E N DAT I O N

Chapter member Salley Decker recommends Breaking Trail: Remarkable
Women of the Adirondacks for your
winter reading list. It contains descriptions
of the exploits of 25 women—historical
and contemporary—who have lived in or
had experiences in the Adirondacks. “I'm
familiar with only a couple of the women
who are profiled,” Salley writes. This book
was published by Purple Mountain Press,
Ltd., Fleishmanns, NY in 2004.
VOLUNTEERS REQUESTED
FOR TRAIL WORK
As most of you are already aware, one of
the outdoor service opportunities for ADK

members is to assist with local trail building and maintenance. Our Mid-Hudson
Chapter helps maintain several local
trails: Mine Hole Trail on the Long Path in
Minnewaska, Stony Kill Farm, Norrie Point
State Park, Locust Grove, and others on an
as needed basis. Trail work is usually light
to moderate, mostly trimming. Tools are
provided.
I am not looking for any commitment
from anyone, only names of people who
are interested. Please contact me at
tamisson@aol.com to leave your contact
info or to ask questions.
—Tom Amisson
MHADK Trails Chair
www.midhudsonadk.org
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THINKING AHEAD
TO SPRING
Paddling season is over but Glenda Swartz
is asking you to look forward to its start
next spring. She’s been leading Thursday
quiet water paddles since we restarted our
outings in July and is asking for additional
paddle leaders in the future. It’s always
good to have a backup crew.

CONSERVATION

NEWS

As a quiet water paddle leader you’d
have your choice of day, time, area to enjoy .and time commitment. If you’d like to
lead, or co-lead, please get in touch with
Glenda: (845) 266-5203 or schwar582@
aol.com

Protecting Bluestone Wild Forest
ADK’s Director of Advocacy and Conservation, Cathy Pedler, is actively working with the coalition of groups that seek to protect the Catskill Forest Preserve’s Bluestone Wild Forest, Onteora Lake, and Pickerel Pond in the Town of
Kingston by stopping a proposed massive steel and concrete manufacturing
plant on private land surrounded by the park. Cathy reports that ADK currently is working with the groups and contributing financially to a site analysis
of potential water impacts to the area if the project is permitted to move
forward. The coalition is led by Catskill Mountainkeeper and the Woodstock
Land Conservancy, and local ADK members have been active in the protection effort.
High Use/ High Impact in Catskills and Adirondacks
Overflowing parking lots, crowded summits, busy trails and boat launches:
these were among the effects on New York parks and preserved lands this
summer as people “headed to the hills” to escape COVID-19 and related
restrictions on other activities. During an online Zoom meeting October 21
about overuse of the Forest Preserve in both the Catskills and Adirondacks,
speakers from a number of organizations noted numbers of outdoor recreators have been increasing for more than a decade, but this summer’s numbers amplified the trend. One example (numbers cited by Andy Mossey of the
Catskill Center): at the Blue Hole in the Catskills, which has been a focal point
for management efforts the past three years,
• 2018 summer season (first survey year): 15,000 visitors
• 2019 summer season (first year of an aggressive education campaign that
included social media advertising): 10,000 visitors
• 2020 summer season (COVID-19 year): 24,000+ visitors
The good news: the potential to build a new constituency for parks and conservation. The bad news: more litter, more rescues, more trail damage, more
trampling of the environment.
Solutions will vary by location, speakers noted, but education, particularly
based on Leave No Trace principles, will need to be a primary response.

H A P P Y 1 0 0 T H B I R T H D AY,
N Y- N J T R A I L C O N F E R E N C E !
ADK and the Trail Conference have
been collaborating on trails and open
space protection in the downstate region
throughout the lifetimes of both organizations. ADK will celebrate its 100th in 2022.
LET THERE BE LIGHT!
Four rescues that were featured in the recent DEC highlights involved the use (or
lack there of) of headlamps. People went
out for a simple day hike, got lost, injured
or their hike simply took longer than they
expected and the darkness caught up
with them. Winter is upon us. The days
are getting shorter. Now's the time to
make sure your headlamp is in your pack,
that it's in working order and that you've
packed an extra set (or two) of batteries.

In October, DEC announced a new strategic planning initiative in the Catskill
Park. Much like High Peaks Advisory Group, which ADK is also involved in, the
new Catskill Park Advisory Group consists of state and NGO representatives,
and will work to address high use issues. Cathy Pedler, Director of Advocacy,
and Michael Barrett, Executive Director, will represent ADK.
www.midhudsonadk.org
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August 1, Fahnestock Charcoal Burners

Connie Haven

We gathered at the trailhead Rte 301 at
11:00 am. The weather was partly cloudy
and hot. We started on the Red Charcoal
Burner trail to Beaver Pond where we took
a break for lunch. We then took the Blue
Fahnestock Trail to the Appalachian Trail
and crossed Route 301 near Canopus
Lake and picked up the trail again. We
then took the Blue 3 Lakes Trail to Hidden
Lake, then picked up the Yellow Old Mine
Railroad Trail where we passed a wet area
with two large patches of Cardinal Flower,
then back to the Red Charcoal Burner
Trail. We traveled 5.75 miles. A good time
was had by all, although the participant
who tripped in a creek had a hard time
getting the mud stains off her pants.
Leader: John Ragusa with Pat M, Connie,
Pete C, Margaret, Ellen, Jean M, Marsha K,
Howard S, Sue M, Sayi.

Aug. 6, Peterskill
We met at Peterskill and hiked up to High
Peterskill where we took a short detour
out to views of Lost City and Skytop.
We then headed over to Compass Rock
where we enjoyed a short break looking out at the Catskills. The Peterskill was
roaring as we walked over the bridge on
our way to Awosting Falls which was very
crowded so we continued downstream
& had lunch on the rocks. Our loop was
completed by walking the carriage trail
back to Peterskill. Hikers were Wendy,
Barry, Joan, Jean, Tamar and myself,
leader, Ginny Fauci
August 7, Fahnestock State Park
A 5-mile loop hike combining the Appalachian and 3 Lakes Trails. Just days after
Tropical Storm Isaias passed through our
region, causing widespread blow-down

Ginny Fauci

OutingsLog

Sept 3, View from Dunderberg Mtn.

of trees and branches--and just moments
after the start of an early morning rain-hike leader Georgette Weir made the call
to "give it a go." Six of seven registered
MHADK members joined her. The rain
quickly passed and the trails were reasonably clear--just a couple of downed trees
that were generally easy to get over or
around. A good, social stretch of the legs
in nature that was enjoyed by all. Leader:
Georgette Weir with JC., Pete C, Sue M,
Jean M, Dieter and JoAnn S.
Aug 8, East Mountain via
Round Hill Bypass
Four participants joined Barry Skura to
climb East Mountain and other scenic
Fahnestock spots. It was a great day
but we had an inauspicious start – the
authorities had blocked off the only road
to our meeting point. On to “Plan B”. We
quickly reassembled at another trailhead,
ten minutes away. We still climbed East
Mountain, with some nice views at the
top, and passed old homesteads, an
abandoned school house, and stone
property walls. But, as a result of the “Plan
B” re-route, we wound up with a lot of
extra viewpoints that were not in the original plan. Next time, “Plan B” will probably
become “Plan A”. Leader, Barry Skura with
Barbara A. Marsha K, Kathy S, and Tracy R.
August 13, Acra Point

Aug 1, Cardinal flowers in Fahnestock

We had a great hike with a great bunch of
people including the former president of
www.midhudsonadk.org
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ning. Nice group of hikers: Leaders Ellen
Kelly & Sue Mackson with Mary A., Connie
H., Michael L., Sayi, Pat M. & Annette. Ellen
led the the 2-plus mile walk through dry
woods ending at the dam at Laurel Pond
for a snack. Some looking at the various ferns growing in abundance as well
as two toads and one Japanese beetle
sighted on the trail by Michael.

Ginny Fauci

Sept 1, Giant Ledge became Tanbark

Sept 3, Dunderberg Mtn., Harriman
the ADK 46ers. Everyone seems to be really happy with the idea of more Catskills
hikes so I’ll be putting more on the program, especially through the Fall. Leader:
Sharon Klein with members
August 15, Annsville Creek Paddle
We met at 10 am at the Annsville Creek
Paddlesport Center in Peekskill. There
were 8 paddlers besides the leader. The
weather was partly cloudy and mild. Once
we all got into the inlet from the launch
pad, we paddled up the creek to as far
as we could go since the water level was
very low. We saw a bald eagle, blue heron
and black cormorant. We then turned
back and headed into the inlet and spent
some time there before we paddled to
the Peekskill Park and had a nice lunch.
After lunch, we slowly made our way back
to the launch site. All had a good time.
Leader: John Ragusa with Barry & Kathy,
Lou R, Martha R, Connie, Karen F., Ellen K.
Linda B.
Aug 23, Wonder Lake State Park

Ginny Fauci

Very hot and humid day and hike didn’t
start in the cool of the morning or eve-

Sept 4, Burroughs

Up until the night before the hike the
forecast was for clouds but no rain. The
sun was out at 6PM the night before. It
didn't rain all night but started raining at
around 8:15. A couple of hikers cancelled
at the last minute. By the time the rest had
arrived it was really coming down. I made
the call not to hike Giant Ledge, knowing the difficulty of the terrain, with rocks,
and steep sections. Instead, the group
agreed to hike a shorter route nearby
called the Tanbark trail. It was quite lovely,
and offered the same lush forest minus
the length and difficult of the Giant Ledge
hike. We had a small but very nice group
and everyone seemed to be very happy
in the end and agreed with the decision.
Jean M, Debbie Z and Patrick with leader,
Sharon Klein.
Sept 3, Harriman/Dunderburg Mtn.
Loop hike up Dunderberg Mountain
on RD and down on Timp-Torne. Hot &
humid, cut over on 1777 & skipped the
Timp. Gorgeous views of the Hudson &
clouds! Passed by unfinished tunnels for
the never-completed Dunderberg Spiral
Railroad. Hikers were Barry, Dave, Tamar,
Marsha, Adrienne with leader, Ginny Fauci
Sept 4, John Burroughs Sanctuary
It was a lovely day as we meandered
through the woods at John Burroughs
Nature Sanctuary. Hiked down to Black

Creek & the ruins of the barley gristmill,
then up & over the ridge, a side trip up
to Julian’s cabin and lunch at Slabsides.
Hikers were Tracy, JoAnn N, JoAnn &
Dieter S, Margaret D & the leader, Ginny
substituting for Georgette.
Sept 9, Adirondacks/Cascade Mountain
An adventurous group of experienced
hikers representing Mid- Hudson,
Schenectady and Algonquin Chapters
joined leader Adrienne Scivolette for
a fair-weather hike to the summit of
Cascade Mountain, at 4,098 feet one of
the 46 highest ADK peaks. Smiles were
abundant as Barry Skura, Serena Benson,
Sherry Roulston and Leader, Adrienne
stepped aside to watch Ginny Fauci, Sharon Klein and Kathy Skura earn their first
view from an ADK high peak. A leisurely,
celebratory lunch was enhanced by
360-degree panoramic views of the Great
Range, Whiteface Mountain, and Lakes
Placid and Champlain. Another rewarding
day in the woods!
Sept 12, North/South Lake
It was another great hike that everyone really enjoyed. It was very easy by
Catskills standards, with most terrain
being gentle and not steep. There were
a couple of very short scrambly spots
but that was about it. It ended up being
8.3 miles with a little detour we took to
some waterfalls. Tons of viewpoints and
historic sites. As the day went on, the
trail got very, very busy, but everyone
was very polite and responsible, wearing face coverings when we passed. I'd
recommend this hike to newbies as it
holds your interest for the entire time
with terrain that was not too challenging. Siobhan, Alan S., Roberta, Pete,
Sharon Z., Miroslav with Leader Sharon
Klein

Sept 9, On top of Cascade Mountain
www.midhudsonadk.org
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Sept 12, North/South Lake
Sept 12, Vanderbilt Mansion Trails
We had Jean M, Carol G, Connie, Elizabeth, April, Shannon, Sophie, M. Ahrens,
and hike leader Sayi Nulu on this hike.
Everyone greeted each other at the visitor
parking lot at 11:30 AM. We walked over
to the Mansion and the leader explained
some history and details of the mansion.
We then walked over to the back side
of the house and took in the view of the
Hudson River. Sayi then took the group to
the Vanderbilt Gardens where there were
few flowers, though the beds were kept
clean. The rose beds looked so bare all
because the lack of volunteers owing to
Covid precautions.
We continued onto the trail at the corner
of the garden and stopped at Bard Rock
for lunch.
We saw a few Citronella Horse Balm
plants in bloom and some mushrooms.
We also viewed a section of Hemlocks all
damaged by woolly adelgid, thus bare.
We returned to the parking lot after two
and a half hours.
Sept 19, Michael Ciaiola Conservation
Area Hike, Patterson
We met at the small parking lot to the
trailhead. It was a sunny, crisp morning.
There were 4 participants besides the
leader. After a brief history of Michael
Ciaiola and firefigher George C. Cain,
who lost his life in the World Trade Center
on 9/11, we proceeded on the Orange
George C. Cain Memorial Loop Trail
which was a lovely trail through a mostly
oak forest. We then took the Connecticut
Border Trail where we tried looking for
the 9/11 Memorial but couldn't find it. We
had a picnic lunch on some rock outcrops
then proceeded back on the trail to look
again for the 9/11 Memorial, but had no

luck finding it. We picked up the Orange
Trail again and back to the trailhead. All
had a nice time. Leader, John Ragusa
Sept 20, Minnewaska Trails
We had a beautiful clear, cool day for this
12-mile hike on some long and scenic
Minnewaska Trails. Starting at the Wawarsing Tpke, we hiked the length of the
Jenny Lane trail followed by a carriage
road to Rainbow Falls trail, which goes
above the falls. After we scrambled down
to the falls and continued on the same
trail to our lunch spot. – a rock clearing
that gave an overview of the area we’d
just hiked. After lunch we completed the
Rainbow Falls trail, which offered us a few
rock scrambles, then a longer carriage
road to Castle Point, another expansive
view; then Blueberry Run down to Mossy
Glen for the final miles of the hike. Leader,
Roberta Forest with Joan, Martin, Robin,
Amy, and Eddie.
Sept. 25, Burroughs Nature Sanctuary
This was our second hike at Burroughs in
September, scheduled to accommodate
those wait-listed for the first one on Sept

The Sept. 25 edition of the hike followed much the same route as the first
excursion, starting at the Pond Entrance
and doing a scenic loop through handsome woodlands and past and through
dramatic rock formations. We checked
out Julian's Rock then stopped for lunch
at Burroughs' Slabsides cabin. After 5
miles, the group decided to add another
mile by exploring some of the Middle
Falls Trail (built by Scenic Hudson) across
from the pond entrance, walking down to
where the Black Creek was trickling over
the rocks. Good to see Karen, Richard,
Martha, and (new member) Louise, who
accompanied leader, Georgette Weir.
Sept 26, Sugarloaf Hill and White Rock
Three participants joined Barry Skura to
enjoy some of the sweetest East of Hudson views between the Bear Mountain
and Beacon-Newburgh Bridge. We hiked
portions of the AT, (South) Sugarloaf Hill,
Osborn loop, and White Rock trails. At the
beginning, the weather teased us with
a drizzle and fog, but mercifully cleared
up by the time we reached Sugarloaf
Hill – the first great viewpoint. We left the
beaten path to visit Lake Lucretia, joining
a wild party among the local turtles and
black fish. The hike ended with some of
us taking another off-the beaten-path
route back to the car. Participants: Jean
M, Katherine F and Margaret D.
Oct. 1, Escarpment Trail
Beautiful day to hike up to North Point
on the Escarpment Trail. The colors were
popping, but not peak yet. Hazy views.

Oct 1, On the Escarpment Trail
www.midhudsonadk.org

Ginny Fauci

Sharon Klein

4. Thanks to Ginny Fauci who took over
the first hike for Georgette, who encountered a last-minute obstacle to participating on that one.
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Trails had some very wet areas, but lots
of stepping stones to get through them.
Hikers were Barry, Dave, Adrienne, Alan
Sobel, Pat, Tamar, Roberta and the leader
Ginny.

Oct 3, Escarpment Trail to Windham

Jean Martin

The Escarpment Trail is a 25-mile long
trail that runs between the North/South
Lake campground in Palenville, Greene
County in the eastern Catskills, to route
23 in Windham. It traverses two of the
Catskill high peaks over 3500’. Our hike on
October 3rd took us over Windham high
peak starting at the popular trail head of
Big Hollow Road. Seven ADK hikers led by
Sharon Klein enjoyed a spectacular show
of Fall foliage and views that only a bird
would see. Although the summit was filled
with hikers and leaf peepers, everyone
respected social distancing protocol while
appreciating all that the Great Mother had
to offer. Sharon Klein

Oct 18, Fishkill Ridge

Oct 3, On the Escarpment Trail to Windham
Oct. 8, Mohonk Preserve MWH
Big loop over Lost City to Peterskill &
return through Trapps Hamlet. Gorgeous
day, in the 50’s, more vibrant colors. Low
water in Peterskill & Coxingkill. Roberta,
Charlotte and the leader Ginny.
Oct 14, Adirondacks/Phelps Mountain
Women of the Woods Ginny Fauci,
Sharon Klein, Ursula Anders and Rose
Inman joined 46ers Adrienne Scivolette
and Sherry Roulston on an ascent to the
4,161-foot summit of Phelps Mountain in
the amazing Adirondacks. After conquering a few short but challenging scrambles
on the steep Phelps Mountain Trail, the
group was rewarded with outstanding
views of Mts Marcy, Colden and Algonquin from the open summit ledges.
Although past peak, the foliage was
golden and glowed when the sun filtered
through. The Marcy Dam and the Phelps
Brook posed photogenically for our

hiking photographers. A great day with
enthusiastic and accomplished hikers!
Oct 15, Adirondacks/Rooster Comb
Women of the Woods enjoyed a second
day of Adirondack hiking, to the summit
of Rooster Comb Mountain (2,789 ft) in
the lovely Keene Valley. Leader, Adrienne with Ginny (Mid-Hudson), Sherry
(Algonquin) and Ursula (Ramapo) were
joined by Marilyn from the Lake Placid
Chapter. It was thrilling to experience
the 50+ mph winds at the summit ledge,
from the safety of the trees away from the
edge! In addition to the unusual 65-70
degree temperature and the awesome
views of the high peaks and Ausable

Oct 23, Fahnestock
www.midhudsonadk.org

Jean Martin

Leader, Sayi Nulu met Ellen, Jean M.,
Cindy, Carol G., Connie, Cindy at the
parking lot on Red School House Rd and
after introductions started the hike about
10:15AM, returning to the parking lot at
about 12:45PM. It was a slow walk with
frequent stops to enable the slowest walker to catch up with the group. There were
plenty of snake root / goldenrod flowers.
We saw a couple of turtles sunning on a
log in Beaver Pond. There were enough
fall colors to make the hike pleasant. and
there were bright red fruits of a couple of
varieties of Viburnum. Delightful to see in
the soft sun.

Sharon Klein

Oct 3 Stony Kill
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the perimeter of the Lake through a deciduous forest. The fall colors were spectacular, even on a cloudy day. We briefly
stopped at one of the rest areas on the
shore of the Lake for beautiful views (see
attached photo). We continued around
the lake and stopped by some picnic
tables for lunch. We then continued to
a park-like setting with a boat launch,
playground, park superintendent building and basketball courts, then finally
back to the parking lot where everyone
was treated to a wonderful time and to
donuts to celebrate the leader's birthday.
Leader, John Ragusa, with Debby and
Gina, Margaret, Jean M, Sam and Carol,
Sayi, Carol G.
On Sunday October 25th, Eight ADK
members enjoyed endless views of the
still beautiful fall colors across the Shawangunk ridge from the River to Ridge
trail in New Paltz. This is an extremely easy
albeit long trail, and with the added excursion walk to town after put most of us
over the 7-mile mark. There were frequent
stops along the way, as all manner of
mushrooms were observed, and the cattle
on the adjacent farms made for excellent
photo subjects. This trail just opened in
September 2018, and no-one other than
the leader had embarked on it before. We
all agreed it’s a keeper. You’ve got a view

Oct 14, Climbing Phelps
Valley, our favorite parts of this hike were
the performing hairy woodpecker and
some fabulous trees. It was difficult to say
goodbye to this hike as we crossed the
wooden boardwalks at the pond near the
trail register.
Oct 18, Fishkill Ridge PHOTO only
Oct. 23, Fahnestock State Park
This was a rain-postponed 7.5-mile loop
hike during peak foliage season, under
gray skies, and with unseasonably warm
(69-70) temperatures. We heard a few
tree frogs, saw two small red efts scurrying for leaf cover, and enjoyed brief serenades of the song "Autumn Leaves" in
the original French (crooner: Jean-Claude
Fouere) and in English (by Jean McAvoy
of Betty and The Baby Boomers). Six of
us (Jean-Claude, Margaret D., Jean M.,
Jean M., and Dave W., + leader Georgette
Weir), started out from the Hubbard
Lodge parking area and were joined midway by two more (JoAnn and Deiter S.). A
great day in the autumn woods.

Adrienne Scivolette

Adrienne Scivolette

Oct 25, River to Ridge Trail

Oct 24, Chadwick Lake
We met in the parking lot of the Town of
Newburgh Justice Court. There were 10
people, including the leader. The day was
cloudy and cool. We proceeded on the
Chadwick Lake trail which goes around

Oct 15, Colorful Rooster Comb

www.midhudsonadk.org
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LAKE AWOSTING

Annette Caruso

Lalita Malik

A HIKE TO

Oct 25, River to Ridge

At the fork in our path, we opted to tackle the steep way up and save the gentler
descent for our return. The ascent was steady, but the road surface was good and
it passed quickly enough. Finally, we got off the road and onto a trail, heading for
Margaret’s Cliff, Wolf Den, and finally Lake Awosting. The vista where we hoped
to lunch proved elusive, but we found a more sheltered spot instead which had
many comfortable rocks to sit on, and enjoyed a break from the wind, which kept
the day chilly. Once on our way again, we found the promised vista a little further
on, and enjoyed the view for a bit. Still not much color to be seen in the trees.
Margaret’s Cliff was trickier going down than up would have been, but it wasn’t
too difficult and soon we were near Lake Awosting. And then, finally, at a vista
overlooking the lake from the top of a cliff, we saw the beautiful yellow and red
colors of autumn across the way. Lovely.
The way back was much easier and quicker: mostly downhill, mostly roadway,
more gradual. And then we closed the loop and were back on the last bit of access road out. Some footpaths which lopped off the curves of some of the road’s
meanders made the way even quicker and more enjoyable. The last such shortcut gave us an unexpected bonus: a close look at a beautiful old house and its
outbuildings, not far from Aumick Road. Back at our cars we calculated that we’d
covered about 11 miles. A lovely hike. Leaders StarChild and Lalita, with Jean,
Marsha, Henry, Sue M.

Lalita Malik

—Jean McAvoy

Sharon Klein

October 8. We parked, nose to tail, alongside the trailhead off Aumick Road in
Wallkill. Narrow, but adequate, even though Covid 19 precluded any carpooling.
Then set off up the rocky access road, with Lalita and Starchild leading us. The day
was brisk and sunny. Yellowed leaves were underfoot, but, surprisingly, most of
the foliage on the trees was still green. I learned that the road we followed was
intended to serve a development planned for this land. Luckily, that development
was thwarted in the Save the Ridge campaign. To anyone reading this article who
had a hand in that campaign, I thank you.
Oct 31, Overlook to Echo Lake
of the Mohonk tower the whole way in,
and a wide, even trail that made it easier
to socialize and social distance. Leaving
the car in the lot and taking the extra mile
or so for lunch in New Paltz was a pleasant change and windup to a beautiful day
outdoors. Leader, Annette Caruso with
the folks in the photo.
Oct 31, Overlook Mountain/Echo Lake

Eight hearty hikers came out for the first
snow of the season to hike up Overlook
Mountain, to the ruins of an old Gilded
Age hotel, fire tower, and onto Echo Lake
and back for a total of 9.75 miles. Lead by
Sharon Klein the group made the steep
climb up the mountain to the fire tower to
be met with a magical winter wonderland
of snow capped Catskill peaks and valleys.
After a snack and a climb up the tower,
we continued hiking north to Echo Lake,
which sits on a spur trail midway between
Overlook and the beginning of the Devil’s
Path. The tranquility of the lake felt like
deep, pristine wilderness, as most hikers
only come out this far in the warmer seasons. Coming back through the Overlook
junction and down the mountain it was a
different story. The full moon and Halloween brought crowds of hikers to the
mountain for a view of the haunted hotel
and other festivities, as the weather was
warming up.
www.midhudsonadk.org
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LEAVE NO TRACE SEVEN PRINCIPLES
were developed in cooperation with the
U.S. Forest Service, National Park Service,
Bureau of Land Management, and U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and are endorsed and taught by ADK.

deep cathole at least 150 feet from water.

4. LEAVE WHAT YOU FIND

Leave No Trace Courses

1. PLAN AHEAD AND PREPARE

• Leave rocks, plants, and other natural
objects as you find them.

ADK is one of ten national providers of
Leave No Trace Master Educator courses.
ADK also provides Leave No Trace Trainer
courses, as well as offering Leave No
Trace Awareness Workshops. Master
educator courses are typically five days in
length and designed for people who are
actively teaching others backcountry skills
or providing recreation information to the
public. Trainer courses provide introductory training in Leave No Trace skills and
ethics in a condensed two-day format.
Awareness Workshops include any formal
Leave No Trace presentation that is one
day or less in length. All of ADK’s guided
trips adhere to these principles, providing
another great opportunity to learn about
Leave No Trace.

• Know the regulations and special considerations for the area you’ll be visiting.
• Prepare for extreme weather, hazards,
and emergencies.
• Always leave your itinerary with someone at home.
• Travel in small groups to minimize impacts.
2. TRAVEL AND CAMP
ON DURABLE SURFACES

• Wash yourself and dishes at least 150
feet from water. If needed, use only small
amounts of biodegradable soap.

• Let photos, drawings, or journals help
capture your memories.
• Do not build structures or furniture or
dig trenches.
5. MINIMIZE CAMPFIRE IMPACTS
• Use a portable stove to avoid the lasting impact of a fire.
• Where fires are permitted, use existing
fire rings and collect only downed wood.

• Hike in the middle of the trail; walk
through (not around) puddles/mud.

• Burn all fires to ash, put out campfires
completely, and hide traces of fire

• Stay off of vegetation; walk on rocks
where possible.

6. RESPECT WILDLIFE

• Camp in designated sites where possible.
• In other areas, don’t camp within 150
feet of water, trail, or a road.
3. DISPOSE OF WASTE PROPERLY
• Pack out all trash (including toilet paper), leftover food, and litter.
• Use existing privies, or dig a 6-8 inch

• Observe wildlife from a distance.
• Avoid wildlife during mating, nesting,
and other sensitive times.
• Control pets at all times, and clean up
after them.
7. BE CONSIDERATE OF OTHER
VISITORS
• Respect other visitors and protect the
quality of their experience.

• Let natural sounds prevail; avoid loud
sounds and voices.
• Be courteous and yield to other users;
take breaks to one side of the trail.

For more information about our
Leave No Trace program, contact:
Tyler Socash,
Education Programs Coordinator
ADK
PO Box 867
Lake Placid, NY 12946
Phone: (518) 523-3480 ext. 120
tyler@adk.org

Adirondack Mountain Club: www.adk.org
Mid-Hudson Chapter: www.midhudsonadk.org
NY—NJ Trail Conference: www.nynjtc.org
To make a change of address, phone, or email,
send a message with specifics to adkinfo@adk.org
or call 1-800-395-8080 x2
To be included in the Mid-Hudson Chapter email list
or to change your email, please send a message to
ebc12533@yahoo.com
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IT’S TIME TO
PAC K T R AC T I O N !
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